
Marbles Game:
-Sell tickets... 3 for $2.00
-1/2 of the sales (50%) goes to the club fund
-1/2 goes to the "pot".
-Pick a ticket; holder of the winning ticket gets the opportunity to draw a 
marble from a pouch (which is composed of: 2 colors of marbles; 1 color has 
more then the other; in the case of what we are using, 30 blacks and 3 whites)
-If the winner picks a white marble, he/she gets the "pot"; if he/she picks a 
black marble, the money stays in the"pot".... and the "pot continues to grow 
until a white marble is picked.
From Lion Luz, SD Classic

Membership Survey: In order to help the newsletter editor to do a regular member 
profiles, I put together a fun survey for the members to fill out at a meeting. There were 
questions to do with Lionism, and personal “getting to know” questions. I passed it 
around, and encouraged everyone that they could have fun with the answers if they 
wanted (i.e. Why did you decide to join Lions?
‘Because Heather made me!’ is a perfectly acceptable answer, and makes the writing of 
the profile a bit more fun.) Afterwards I collected all the surveys, and charged everyone 
who did NOT fill it in completely. I was amazed that only two people filled it out 
completely, so I collected a lot of money that night!   From Lion Bruce Beck

Ask your membership, What happens to a guinea pig’s eyes when he’s picked up by the 
tail? Many answers include; the eyes bulge, they roll, etc. Every member who gave an 
answer or incorrect answer was fined. Guinea pig’s have NO tail!  From Lion Bruce Beck

Happy Dollar: Allow some time for Lions to contribute a dollar and brag about 
themselves, their kids, grandkids and so on. It’s 30 seconds of advertising for $1. Be sure 
to fine them if they go on too long.  From Lion Bruce Beck

Salute the Flag: Most clubs use the Pledge of Allegiance as part of their program. The 
Tail Twister ask each member who wrote it and when. Francis Bellamy wrote it in August 
1892, in Rome, New York for a public school celebration. Fine those who fail.   From 
Lion Bruce Beck


